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THE SYMPLECTIC ATIYAH-HIRZEBRUCH SPECTRAL 
SEQUENCE FOR SPHERES 

BY STANLEY 0. KOCHMAN 

1. Introduction 

Every group in this paper is localized at the prime two. In [6] we developed 
the following efficient inductive method for calculating the stable homotopy 
groups of spheres based upon analyzing the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral se
quence: 

(1) 

Since the Hurewicz homomorphism h : 1r *BP -+ H *BP is a monomorphism, 
'E~t = 0 if t i= 0 and 'E:, 0 = h(1rnBP). Moreover, 1r*BP and H*BP are 

known. Thus, if 1rf is known fork < t then, except for one step, it is algo

rithmic to deducethe composition seriesd2r('E~;,t-2r+l) for 1 ~ r ~ (t+l)/2 
of 1rf. The determination of 1rf from this composition series is accomplished 
using Toda brackets. The algorithmic portions of the computation are done 
by computer. This procedure was used to compute the first 64 stable stems. 

In this paper we carry out the analogous computation based upon analyz
ing the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence: 

(2) 

In this case, however, h: 1r*MSp-+ H*MSp has kernel Torsion 1r*MSp and 
h: 1r*MSp/Torsion-+ H*MSp is a monomorphism. Thus, E: 0 = h(7rnMSp) 
while Er;::_s,s for 1 ~ s ~ n is a composition series of Torsion 1r~MSp. Thus, if 

1rf and 1rkMSp are known for k < t then the inductive method of [6] can be 

used to deduce the composition series d 4r(Et,t- 4r+l) for 1~ r ~(t+ 1)/4 of 

1rf. In this context the method of [6] is substantially easier because H*MSp 
is concentrated in degrees congruent to zero modulo four while H*BP is con
centrated in even degrees. Thus, the same computational effort can compute 
twice as many stable stems. Moreover, we avail ourselves of the straightfor
ward computer computations from [6, Chapter 4, Section 4] of the cokernel 
of the differentials in (1) which originate in the O row and have image in 
ImJ @H*BP. In this way, we avoid having to make the analogous computa
tions in our spectral sequence (2). (Note that we do not make use ofany of the 
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difficult and subtle computations of [6, Chapters 5, 6 and 7].) Using no ad
ditional computer computations we use these methods to analyze (2) through 
degree 50 and compute the first 49 stahle stems. 

There are two reasons for developing new methods for computing stable 
stems. First, every method for computing stable stems can be analyzed rou
tinely except for occasional very difficult technical problems. However, a diffi
cult problem in one method often corresponds to a simple problem in another 
method. Thus, a new method of computation will have significant impact in 
carrying out further computations. Second, each method of computation of 
stable stems has led to substantial new insights into homotopy theory. (See 
Ravenel [10] for a summary of the research resulting from the study of the 
BP Adams-Novikov spectral sequence.) It is hoped that the study of the sym
plectic Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence will also lead to new directions 
in homotopy theory. 

In Section 2, we determine all differentials which originate on the 0 row 
in our spectral sequence. In Section 3, we describe the d4, d 8 and d 12-

differentials in our range of computations. In Section 4, we give tables of 
leaders which follow from the results of Sections 2, 3 and describe the struc
ture of our spectral sequence through degree 50. In Section 5, we determine 
two relations and twenty Toda brackets which follow from our computations. 

We assume that the reader is familiar with the methods of [6] for analyzing 
the BP Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence as developed in [6, Chapters 
1,2,4] as well as the details of this analysis through degree 50 as summarized 
in [6, Appendices 1,2,4]. In addition, we will use the structure of 1rnMSp 
for n:::; 50 which was determined in [7, Section 8] and is summarized in [8, 
Theorem (2.4)]. 

Let F be a ring spectrum. We will need the analogue of[6, Theorem (1,2.6)] 
which defines an action of the Landweber-Novikov operations [1], [9] on the 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for F*MSp: 

(3) E~,t = HnMSp ® Ft ==;, Fn+tMSp. 

Each Landweber-Novikov operation Sw E MSpkMSp can be represented by a 
map of spectra Sw : Ek MSp ---+ MSp which induces a natural map of spectral 
sequences: 

Sw : E~,t ---+ E~-k,t 

for 2:::; r:::; oo. These Sw satsify the Cartan formula, are given by Sw ® 1 on 
E 2 and are induced on E 00 by the usual Sw on F *MSp. 

2. Differentials originating on the O row 

In this section, we study the differentials d 4r : E1~ 0 ---+ E1~-4r 4r-l · Recall 
[6, Chapter 4] that all differentials which originate' on the 0 r~w of the BP 
spectral sequence (1) land in ImJ ® H*BP where 

ImJ = EBn2:o[Z2an EB Z211an EB Zsf3n EB Z 2ccn>rn EB Z2rrtn EB Z2112,n], 
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Here an, /3n, ,n has degree Bn+ 1, Bn+3, Bn+ 7, respectively. In Theorem (2.3) 
we prove that, in our range of computations, the differentials originating on 
the O row in our spectral sequence land in I® H*MSp where 

I= EBn~o[Zs/3n EB Z2ccn>'Yn] C ImJ. 

In Theorem (2 .4) we use the canonical map A : MSp --1- BP to show how 
elements of (ImJ ® H*BP)4*-l which do not bound in the BP spectral se
quence determine elements of I ®H*MSp which do not bound in our spectral 
sequence. Recall that H*MSp is a polynomial algebra with one generator in 
each degree 4n for n 2:: 1. We begin by introducing notation for polynomial 
generators of H*MSp which reduce to canonical elements of H*(MSp; Z2) and 
determine monomials which give a minimal generating set for the cokernel 
of the Hurewicz homomorphism. Let tl>a E E;(a)+Ba- 3,l for a 2:: 0 denote the 
Ray elements [11] where E( a) = 4 if a = 0 and E( a) = 0 otherwise. Recall 
[4] that for O ::; a < b, the Massey product P(a,b) = (tI>a,ho, tl>b) is defined 
with zero indeterminacy in E;(a)+Ba+Bb-5,2 of the classical Adams spectral 
sequence (ASS): 

(4) 

where 2! is the mod two Steenrod algebra. For O ::; a < b, let va,b E 

E;(a)+Ba+Bb-4,o be an element such that d2(va,b) = P(a, b) in the ASS. If 

0 < a < b then Va bis uniquely determined. For n f:. 2t, let v2n denote any 

choice of an inde~mposable element of E~n,O which survives to E3 in the 

ASS. For a 2:: 0, let qa E Et:(a)+ 32a-s,4 denote the unique element such that 

P(a,b) 4 = tl>~qb + qa<I>fin E2 of the ASS. Let q(a) E E~((a)+loo- 4,
3 denote 

the unique element such that q(a) 2 = h~qa in E2 of the ASS. The tI>n, qa and 
q(a) are all infinite cycles. 

THEOREM (2.1) [7, Section 4]. There are elements Va,b, V2n, Qa of H*MSp 
such that: 

(a) the 4Va b, 2V 2n and BQn are in the image of the Hurewicz homomorphism; 
' 

(b) Va,b, V2n reduces to va,b, V2n, respectively, in H*(MSp; Z2); 

(c) h- 1(8Qa) contains an element which projects to q(a) in E 00 of the ASS; 

(d) each of these elements can be used as a polynomial generator of H*MSp. 

We show next that A* has a simple description in terms of these polyno
mial generators of H*MSp and the canonical polynomial generators Mn E 
H 2n+1- 2BP which are denoted as mpn-1 in [1, page 111]. Recall [6, Theorem 
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(3.2.2)] that the M2 = 8M2 - Mf and Mn = Mn - M1M;_ 1 for n 2:, 3 are 
d 2-cycles in the BP spectral sequence. 

LEMMA (2.2). A* : H*MSp --+ H*BP is given by: 

(a) A*(Qn) = M;+l modulo (2); 

(b) A*(V0,2t) = 2M 1Mt+2 modulo ( 4); 

(c) A* (v2s, 2t) = 2Ms+2Mt+2 modulo (4). 

Proof. (a) Note that 

Image [A* : H*(MSp; Z2) --+ H*(BP; Z2)] = Z2[M; In 2:. l]. 

Thus, A*(Qn) = U; + 2An where BU;+ 16An E Image h. Recall [2], [3] that 

1r*BP = Zc2)[Vn In 2:, 1] 

and h (Vn) = 2Wn where the Vn E 1r 2n+ 1 _ 2BP are the Hazewinkel generators. 
Write Un = a Wn+ 1 + Pn where a is odd and Pn is a decomposable polynomial 
in the Wk. Then 

BU;+ 16An - 8a 2W;+ 1 = l6aWn+1Pn + 8P~ + 16An E Image h 

and there are no common monomial summands of Wn+1Pn and P~. Since 
the square of a decomposable element of Image h must be divisible by 16, it 
follows that Pn is divisible by two. Thus, A*(Qn) = WJ+i = M;+l modulo 
two. 
(b), (c) Since d 4 (Vo,1) = 2vQo, it follows that d4 A*(Vo,1) = 2vMf = 
d 4 (2M1M2)- Since A*(Q~) = Mi, we can define Yo,1 so that A*(Vo,1) = 
2M 1M2. Let \Jlo = 1, and fork 2:, 1 define \Jlk E Hsk-4MSp by <l>k = 17\Jlk E 
E~k-S 1 = Z217 ® H*MSp. Then Landweber-Novikov operations imply that 

d 4(Vn-:,n) = 2v'1t,n \Jin modulo (4v). Thus, d 4A* (Vm,n) = 2vA* (\Jim) A* (\Jin) 
modulo (4v). Write 
'1t2k = Qk+l + Dk+l where Dk+l is a sum of Qk(l) · · · Qk(r) for r 2:_ 3. 
Since [Image d4] n (Z4(2v) ® H*BP] = d4 (2H*BP), it follows that 

d 4A* (v[2s1,2t) = d 4 (2Ms+2Mt+2 + 2As,t) modulo (4v) for -1::; s < t where 

As,t is a linear combination of Mk(l) · · -Mk(r) for r 2:, 6. Observe that 

.X* ( u[2s1,2t) E H* (BP; Z2) is annihilated by all dual Steenrod operations and 

hence equals zero. Thus, A* (v[2s1,2t) = 2Ms+2Mt+2 + 2As,t + 2K modulo 

(4) where 2K is a d4-cycle. By [6, Corollary (3.3.12)], K E Z{l,M1,M2} ® 

Z [(Mf), (Mi), (Mn) I n 2:, 3] . Since 4A* (v[2s1,2t) E Image h, it follows 
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that BAs,t + BK E Image h and As,t + K is divisible by two. 

A* ( Vr2sJ,2t) = 2Ms+2Mt+2 modulo (4). 
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Thus, 

• 

We prove next that all the leading differentials originating on the O row in 
our range of computation are d 8n+ 4 ( 24nQ~+ 1) = f3n and d 8n+ 8(24n-C(n)+4 

Q~+ 2) = ,n. The proof verifies that these differentials determine the cor
rect value of E~ 0 and that no hidden differentials occur. Recall that a leader 
L E E~,o in the O row is an element of least degree such that dr (L) f; 0. 

THEOREM (2.3). The following results are valid through degree 48. 

(a) The leaders on the O r.@w are 24nQ~+l and 24n-C(n)+ 4Q~+ 2. 

(b) d8n+4 ( 24nQr+1) = fin and dBn+B ( 24n-C(n)+4Q~+2) = 'Yn• 

(c) d4r (1E;~0) C l'®H*MSp for r 2:: 1. 

Proof.. Let Jt : S ~ .MSp denote the unit of the spectrum MSp. Observe 
that each of the f3n or ,n :is zero in 1r'*MSp because the image of its representa-
tive inE;k+ 3

,p under the map of Adams spectral sequences i~duced by Jt is in 
such hligh filtration degree p that the ASS ,of MSp is zero there. Hence all of 
the f3n and ,n mustbe boundaries in our spectral sequence. Since they bound 
from the O row in the BP spectral sequence, they must bound from the O row 
in our ·spectral sequence. Recall [6, Corollary (4.3.6)] that in the BP spec-
tral sequence, d 8n+4(24n,Mfn+ 2) = f3n and d 8n+B ( 24n-C(n)+ 4Mfn+ 4) = 'Yn• 

Since l* (Qo) = Mf, the only possibility for the f3n and ,n to bound in our 
spectral sequence is given by (b). It remains to show that there are no other 
leaders •On the 0-row. Assume that L E E1~ 0 is a leader of least degree with 

d 4r(L) = E,X =fi O where f, E 1rfr-l such that f, ~ I4r-1 andX E H4m_4,.MSp. 

Under the assumption that this theorem is true we make the following three 
observations. 

(1) A routine tedious computation, summarized in Table 1, shows that the 
kernel of all the differentials determined by these leaders equals E 00

0 . 
*, 

(2) Landweber-Novikov operations show that f,X is a leader. 

(3) Either f,X is a nonbounding infinite cycle representing an element of 
1r*MSp or f,X supports a nonzero differential d45(f,X) = (Y with ( E 1r~ 
but ( ~ I and Y E H*MSp. Moreover, there is au > 0 such that L 
survives toE!~; 0

4u with d 4r+4u(L) = µW whereµ EI and WE H*MSp. 

In the latter case of (3), the correct result is that µ W is a nonzero leader 
with d 4s- 4u(µW) = (Y. Since 11/Jn = 0 for n 2:: 1 and 11,n = 0 for n 2:: 0, 
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we must have 4s 2: 12. Since this theorem is true in degrees less than 4r -
1, the computations of the remainder of this section and of Section 3 can 
proceed in these degrees to determine the structure of this spectral sequence 
as depicted in the tables of Section 4. From those tables we see that the only 
possibilities for ex are: 2vC[2O]Qo V2, A[19]Q5Q1 and 1]A.[30]QoQ1. Since 

,\* (2vC[2O]QoV2) = 4vC[2O]MfM2 andd 12 ( 4vC[2O]MfM2) =A[14]C[2O], it 

follows that 2vC[2O]QoV2 can not bound and ex -::/-2vC[2O]Q0V2, If ex = 
A[l9]Q5Q 1 then 

WE Span{QoQ1, Q6, Q5V2, vj, V4,Q1, QoV2, Qg}. 

Let sk6.n denote the Landweber-N ovikov operation s I defined in [9] where 
I is the sequence whose only nonzero entry is kin the nth position. Thus, 
W E {s111 (W1), s211/W2), s113 (W3), s11 1 (W4)}. Let CA[l9] denote the map-

ping cone of a representative map of A[19] E 7rfg· In the Atiyah-Hirzebruch 
spectral sequence for CA[l9]*(MSp), µW1 = d 20+4u(L1), µW2 = d 20+4u(L2), 
jtW 3 = d 20+4u(L3) or 1-tW4 = d 20+4u(L4). Thus, in our spectral sequence 
s111d

20 (L1), s2111d
20 (L2), s11 3d 20 (L3) or s111d

20 (L4) equals d 20(L) which 

equals A[19]Q5Q1, an impossibility. Thus ex -::/-A[19]Q5Q 1. If ex = 
- 2 3 1JA[30]Q0Q1 then W E Span {1, Qo, Q0 , Vo,1, Q1, Q0 , QoVo,d, An ar-

gument analogous to the previous one using s 111' s 112 and C11A[30] produces 
an L 1 or L2 with s111d

32 (L1) or s112d
32 (L2) equal to d 32(L) which equals 

1JA[30]QoQi, an impossibility. Thus, ex -::/-1JA[30]QoQ1, Thus there is no 
possibility for ex, and (a), (c) must be true. • 

In Table 1, aN = log2[order Ek,ol Em,o]- The entry in the row with 

N = 4k and the column labeled bye E 7l"fr-1 equals log2[order d 4r (EKo)]. 

In view of the extra factors of two which arise when ,\*is applied to a mono
mial in the Va b, it.follows that .-\2 : J 0 H*MSp--+ I 0 H4*BP is neither one
to-one nor onto. Nevertheless, elements of (ImJ ®H*BP)4*_ 1 which do not 
bound in the BP spectral sequence (even those not in I 0 H*BP) determine 
elements of I 0 H*MSp which do not bound in our spectral sequence. For 
I= (i(l), ... , i(t)) let M1 = Mi(l) · · -Mj(t) and Q1 = Q~(l) · · · Q!~)1. 
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4N aN V (T /Ji "Yl /32 "Y2 !h "Y3 {34 "Y4 {35 'Y5 
4 3 3 
8 6 2 4 

12 13 6 4 3 
16 21 6 7 3 5 
20 36 14 8 6 5 3 
24 58 16 16 9 10 3 4 
28 91 29 19 15 15 6 4 3 
32 134 33 30 20 25 9 8 3 6 
36 204 57 39 31 35 15 12 6 6 3 
40 291 69 60 40 53 21 20 9 12 3 4 
44 419 105 75 62 70 33 28 15 18 6 4 3 
48 585 129 106 80 105 45 44 21 30 9 8 3 5 

TABLE 1: Image of the d4r (Eto) 

THEOREM (2.4). Let 1 ::; n, 2::; k, 1 ::; s < t and 0::; e below. 

(a) If anMkM'2J does not bound then 2C(n)-l"Yn-l V0,2k-2Q1 does not bound. 

(b) If 172,n-lM 1M21 does not bound and is not homologous to an element of 
Z2an ® H*BP then either: 

(i) 4f3n- l Vo,1 Q1 does not bound or 

(ii) dSn- 4 (X) = 4/Jn-l Vo,1 Q1 where 
_xSn- 4 (X) survives to E~~ and dsn _xSn- 4 (X) f. 0. 

(c) (i) If 'lf fJnM'2J does not bound then 2ef3nQ1 does not bound. 

(ii) If 2e+ 1 fJnM 8M tM 21 does not bound then 2e f3n Q1 V[2s-2 1,2t-2 does not 
bound. 

(iii) If fJnM 8M tM 21 does not bound and i l is even then either: 

(a) 2C(n)-l"Yn-l QoQ1 V[ 2s-21, 2t-2 does not bound or 

(/3) dSn(X) = 2C(n)-l"Yn-1QoQ1V[2s-2],2t-2 where 

A Sn (X) survives to ESn+2 and dSn+2 A Sn (X) f. 0. *,o 

(d) (i) If 2e,n-1M21 does not bound then 2e,n-l Q1 does not bound. 

1 --
(ii) If2e+ "Yn-1MsMtM'2J does not bound then 2e,n-1Q1V[ 2s-21,2t-2 does 

not bound. 
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Proof. For I= (i(l), ... , i(t)) let T(l) = ~2i<1>-l + · · · + ~ 2ict)_1. 

(a) Observe that dBn+2 --'Bn+2 ( 24n- 1Qtvo,2k-2) = anM k and 

d Bn (24n-1Q2nV ) _ 2C(n)-l V If 
0 0,2k-2 - Fn-1 0,2k-2 · 

dBn(X) 2c(n)-1 V Q = 1n-l 0,2k-2 I 

then dBn .,\Bn(X) = 0 and .,\Bn(X) survives to 'E!~+ 2. Since sr(I)(X) = 
24n-lQ2nV k 2 modulo EBn+4 it follows that r2 I .,\Bn(X) - 24nM 4n+lM o 0,2 - *,o r( ) - 1 k 

modulo 'EBn+4 and dBn+2 .,\ Bn (X) - a MkM 21 a contradiction *,o - n ' . 

(b) Observe that dBn+2.-\Bn+2 (2 4n- 2 ( Qr- 1vo,1 + 2Qr+ 1)) = 772,n-1M1 

and dBn-4 (24n-2 (Qr-1vo,1 +2Qr+1)) = 4,Bn-1Vo,1• If dBn-4(X) = 
4,Bn-1 Vo,1 Q1 then dBn- 4 .,\Bn-4(X) = 0. Assume that X can be chosen so 

that .,\Bn(X) is a dBn_cycle. Since sr(I)(X) = 24n- 2Qr- 1vo,1 modulo E~~ it 
follows that dBn+2.-\Bn-4(X) = 172,n-1M1M21, a contradiction. 
(c) (i) Since .,\ Bn+4 (~ ,Bn Q1) = ~ ,BnM 21 it follows that~ ,Bn Q1 can not bound. 

(ii) Since A Bn+4 ( 2e ,Bn Q1 V[2s-2] ,2t-2) = 2e+ 1,BnM sM tM 21 it follows that 

2e,BnQ1V[2s-2], 2t_ 2 can not bound. 

(iii) Observe that dBn+4.,\Bn (2 4n-lQ~n+ly[ 2s-2],2t_ 2) = ,BnMsMt and 

d Bn (24n-1Q2n+lv ) _ 2C(n)-l Q V If dBn(X) = o [2s-2],2t-2 - Fn-1 O [2s-2],2t-2" 

2C(n )- 1,n- 1 QoQ1 V[2s-2],2t-2 then dBn A Bn (X) 0. Assume that 

d Bn+2, Bn(X) _ 0 s· (X) _ 24n-1Q2n+ly d l EBn ·t "' - . mce sr(I) - 0 [2s-2],2t-2 mo u o *,o 1 

follows that r2r(I) (--'Bn(x)) = 24nMfn+ 2MsMt +···and dBn+4.,\Bn(X) = 
,BnM sM tM 21, a contradiction. 
(d) (i) Since .,\Bn (2e,n-1Q1) = 2e,n-1M21 it follows that 2e,n_1Q1 can not 
bound. 
(ii) Since ABn (~,n-1Q1V[ 2s-2],2t-2) = 2e+l,n-1MsMtM21 it follows that 

2e,n- l Q1 V[2s-2],2t-2 can not bound. • 
Notes: (1) This theorem covers all cases which arise through degree 50. 

(2) In the BP spectral sequence, a1Mf M 2 is a leader which by this theorem 

implies that 80-QgVo,1 does not bound. However, 80-QgVo,1 is not a leader as 

d 12(8o-Qgv0,1) = 4C[18]V0,1. In fact, the leader in this bidegree is o-Qo V5,1. 

3. Differentials originating on higher rows 

We determine EB of our spectral sequence in Theorem (3.3) by showing 
that d4 is multiplication by v. For elements of order two we determine Ker
nel dB and Image dB in Theorem (3.5) as well as Kernel d 12 and Image d 12 in 
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Theorem (3.6). The key to these computations is the determination of poly
nomial generators of H*MSp which are d4, dB or d 12 cycles modulo two. We 
begin by showing that H*MSp has polynomial generators in degrees greater 
than four which are d 4-cycles. 

LEMMA (3.1). (a) For n 2'.: 1, there are choices Qn of Qn modulo decompos
able elements which are d 4-cycles. In addition, V 0,1 = (Q5) = Q5 - Vo,1 is a 
d 4-cycle. 
(b) There are choices V a,b of Va,b and V 2n of V2n for n f; 2t which are d 4-

cycles. 

Proof. Since the cell of MSp of degree 4 is attached to the bottom cell 
of MSp of degree Oby v, it follows that d 4 (Qo) = v. Since .\4d 4 (V0,1) = 
d 4 (2M1M2) = 2vMf = .\4 (2vQo) it follows that d 4 (Vo,1) = 2vQo and (Q5) 

is a d 4-cycle. Let J = (0, e1, ... , es) and VJ= V&~0•
2)v[~ 1•2)v[C6

) · · ·. Observe 
' ' that: 

(i) d4 ( Qo(Q5)eQ1 Vb,1 VJ) = v(Q5)eQ1 V&,1 VJ+ .. ·; 

(ii) d 4 (vo,1(Q5)eQ1Vi VJ) = 211Qo(Q5)eQ1Vi VJ+··•; 

(iii) d 4 (v5, 1(Q5)eQ1Vt;ivJ) = 411QoV2(Q5)eQ1Vt;ivJ + · · ·; 

(iv) d 12 (2vQ0Vo,1(Q5)eQ1Vi VJ) =A[14](Q5)eQ1V~;i VJ+··-; 

(v) 4vQoV8, 1 = <I>j<I>3 E MSp31, 

It follows from (v) that Z2 ( 4vQoV8,i) ® Z2[Q~, Q1, ... ] ® Z2[V(i,i, Vo,2,.; .] 

can contain no d 4-boundaries. Thus, all nonzero d 4-boundaries are given by 
(i)-(iii). Now (a) and (b) follow from the observation that d 4 (Vm) form 2'.: 4 
and d 4 (Qn) for n 2'.: 1 are sums of boundaries given in (i)-(iii). • 

In describing the d 4 , dB and d 12-differentials we will use the following 
subalgebras of H*MSp as well as the algebra B defined in Lemma (3.4). 

Definition (3.2) 

z[(Q5),Qnln2'.:l]. 

Z[Qn In 2'.: OJ. 
Z[Va,b, V2n I O :S a< b, n f; 2t]. 

2 - - t 
Z[Vo,1, Va,b, V2n IO :Sa< b, (a,b) f; (0, 1), n f; 2 ]. 

4 - - t 
Z[Vo,1, Va,b, Vn 10:Sa<b, (a,b)f;(0,1), nf;2]. 

Z[V5 2k, V2n, [V2n-1] I k 2'.: 0, n f; 2t] 
' 
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where <I>n = 77[V2n-1] in E&- 4,1 for n -:/= 2t. 

The following theorem describes Kernel d 4 and Image d 4 in all cases thereby 
determining EB. Let Z00 = Z. 

THEOREM (3.3). Assume that d4 (eQo) = ( where e has order M with 2 ~ 
M~oo. 

(a) Then ( = ve. 
(b) If ( has order two then 

(i) [Kernel d4] n [ZM e © H*MSp] = ZM e @A© Sand 

(ii) [Imaged 4] n [Z2 ( ®H*MSp] = Z2 (@A@S. 

(c) If ( has order four then 

(i) [Kernel d4] n [ZM e ®H*MSp] = [ZM e @A© S1] 

EB[ZM/2 (2eV2) @A© S1] 

EB[ZM/4 (4eQo) @A@S] and 

(ii) [Imaged 4] n [Z2 ( ®H*MSp] = [Z4 (@A@S] EB [Z2 ((Qo)@A@S1]. 

(d) If ( has order eight then 

(i) [Kernel d4] n [ZM e ®H*MSp] = [ZM e @A© S2] 

EB[ZM/2. ( 2ev6,1) @A @S2] 

EB[ZM/4 (4eVo,1) @A© S1] EB [ZM/8 (BeQo) @A© S] and 

(ii) [Imaged 4]n[Z 2 (®H*MSp] = [Zs (@A®S]EB[Z4 (2(Qo)@A@S1] 

EB[Z2 (4(Q0Vo,1) ®A© S2]. 

Proof. These computations follow from Lemma (3.1) and its proof. • 
Thenextlemmadeterminespolynomialgenerators (Qn) forn ~ 2ofH*MSp 

which will be used to describe the dB and d 12-differentials. 

LEMMA (3.4). For each n ~ 2, one can choose an element (Qn) E H*MSp 
differing from Qn by a decomposable element such that for any b of degree k 
in the ring 

and any operation Sw of degree k - 4 or k - 8, the class sw(b) is divisible by 2. 
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Proof. Observe that 

d4 (A[32, 3]Qo) 

dB (A[32, 3JV0,1) 

dB (A[32, 3]Q5) 

d 4 (uA[32, 3]Q0) 

dB (uA[32, 3JV0,1) 

dB ( uA[32, 3]Q5) 

vA[32, 3] f= 0, 

0, 

uA[32, 3] f= 0, 

0, 

0and 

o-2 A[32, 3] = r,2C[44] f= 0. 

We use induction on n 2'.: 2 to show that the (Qn) exist. Assume that k 2'.: 2 
and (Qk) exists fork < n. By Lemma (3.1), 

Kernel d 4 I Z2A[32, 3] @ H*MSp = Z2A[32, 3] @A@ S. 

Then through degree 2k+3 + 28: Kernel dB I Z20-A[32, 3] @ H*MSp 

= Z20-A[32,3]{1, Qo, Qi}@Z2 [(Q5), Qi, (Q2), ... ,(Qn-1)] @S 

= Image dB I Z2A[32, 3] ® Dn 

2 - 2- [ 2 -2 ] where Dn = Z2{l, Q0 , Qi, Q0Qi} ® Z2 (Q0), Qi, (Q2), ... , (Qn-1) ® S. 

Thus, dB (A[32, 3]Qn) = dB (A[32, 3]on) with On E Dn, Define (Qn) = Qn +on, 

Let degree Sw equal 2n+3 - 8 or 2n+3 - 12. Since A[32, 3](Qn) survives to 
E 12, it follows that Sw ((Qn)) can not contain an odd multiple ofQo or Q5 as 

a summand. Since (Qn) is a polynomial of d 4-cycles, it follows that Sw ( (Qn)) 
can not contain an odd multiple ofVo,1 as a summand. • 

We now determine Kernel dB and Image dB for elements of order two. 

THEOREM (3.5). Assume that e and ( both have order two. 

(a) If dB (eQ~) = ( and dB (eVo,1) = 0 then ( = ue. 

(i) Ifve = 0 then Kernel dB= Z2 e{l, Qo, Qi} @B@ Sand 
B 2 -Imaged = Z2 ( {1, Qo, Q0, Q1, QoQi}@ B@ S. 

(ii) If v(. f= 0 then Kernel dB = Z2 e @ B @ S and 
ImagedB=Z2({l, Qo, Qi}@B@S. 

(b) If dB (eVo,1) = ( and dB (eQ5) = 0 then ( = ue. 

(i) Ifve = 0 then Kernel dB= Z2 e ® C ® T and 
Image dB = Z2 ( ® H*MSp. 
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(ii) Ifve :f. 0thenKerneldB = Z2 e@A@TandimagedB = Z2 (®A@S. 

(c) If dB (evo,1) = ( and dB ( eQ~) = ( then one can choose an element Wa,b), 

(V2n) in H*MSp differing by a decomposable element from Va b, V2n, 
respectively, defining ' 

such that: 

(i) ifve = 0 then Kernel dB= Z2 e{l, Qo, Q1, QoQi} @B@ (S) and 
ImagedB=Z2({l, Qo, Q1, QoQi}@B@(S); 

(ii) if ve :f. 0 then Kernel dB= Z2 e{l, Qi}® B ® (S) and 
Image dB= Z2 ( {1, Qi} @B@ (S). 

Proof. By Lemma (3.4), dB restricted to those elements with represen
tatives in Z2e ® H*MSp is a homomorphism of B-modules. Since the Qn, 
n ~ 1, are d 4 -cycles, it is impossible for sw(Qn) to be an odd multiple ofV 0,1. 
Thus in (b), dB on Z2e ® H*MSp is a map of A-modules. Note that Q5 - V0,1 
survives to-EB and dB ( Q5 - Vo,1) = er. Thus, ( = ere in cases (a) and (b). 

In (c), let (Vk) denote Wa,b) or (V2n), We establish the existence of the (Vn) 
by induction on 4n = deg(Vn) such that if degree Sw equals 4n - 4, 4n - 8 

then Sw ( (Vn)) = 0 mod (2), Sw ( (Vn)) = k ( Q5 + Vo,1) mod (2), respectively. 

Define (Vo,1) = Vo,1 + Q~. Observe that 

d4 (A[14]Qo) 

dB (A[14]Q'5) = 
d4 (17C[20]Qo) = 

dB (11C[20]Q5) = 

vA[14] :f. 0, 

dB (A[14]Vo,1) = 11C[20] :f. 0, 

0and 

dB (17C[20]Vo,1) = A[8]C[20] :f. 0. 

Assume that the (Vk) have been chosen for 2 ~ deg(Vk) < deg(Vn), Let 
n' = n - 2 if n is a power of two, and let n' = n - 1 otherwise. Let 
Dn = Z2 [(Vk) I deg(Vk) < deg(Vn,)]. Then through degree 4n + 13, 

B -Kerneld IZ211C[20]®H*MSp=Z211C[20]{1, Qo, Q1, QoQi}@B@Dn, 

In addition, 

Image dB I Z2A[14] ® B ® Dn = Z2 11C[20]{1, Qi}® B ® Dn, 

Since 17C[20]Qo is not a dB-boundary, zero is the only dB-boundary in 
Z211C[20]{Qo, QoQi} @B @Dn, Thus, we can find Dn E Dn such that 
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dB (A[14]8n) = ·dB (A[14]V n). Define (Vn) = V n + 8n, Since (Vn) is a d 4-

cycle and a dB-cycle modulo two, the Sw ( (Vn)) have the desired property. The 
computation of Kernel dB and Image dB in (a), (b), (c) are straightforward. 

• 
We now determine Kernel d 12 and Image d 12 for the elements of order two 

in our range of computation. 

THEOREM (3.6). 

(a) Assume that vE, = 0 with dB ( E,Q~) = dB (E,Vo,1) = 0, 

d 12 (eQ~) = ( and d 12 (E,Q1) = d 12 (E,QoVo,1) = 0. Then 

Kernel d 12 = Z2 E,{1, Qo, Q~, Q1, QoQi} ®B ®Sand 
Imaged 12=Z2E,{l, (Q5), Qi}®B@S. 

(b) Assume that vE, = 0 with dB ( E,Q~) = dB (E,Vo,1) = 0, 

d 12 (eQg) = d 12 (E,QoVo,1) = ( and d 12 (E,Q1) = 0. Then 

Kernel d 12 = Z2 E,{1, Qo, Q~, Q1, QoQ1, Q~Qi} ®B ® (S) and 
12 2 - 2 -Imaged = Z2 ( {1, (Q0), Q1, (Q0)Qi} @B @S1. 

(c) Assume that vE,-/= 0 with dB (eQ~) = dB (E,Vo,1) = 0 and d 12 (eQ1) = (. 
Then Kernel d 12 = Z2 E,{1, Q5} ® B ®Sand 

Image d 12 = Z2 ( {1, Q5} ® B ® S. 

(d) Assume that vE, = 0 with dB (E,Vo,1) = dB ( E,Q5) = 0, 

d 12 (E,Qo Vo,1) = 0 and d 12 (E,Q1) = 412 ( E,Q8) = (. Then 

Kernel d 12 = Z2 E,{1, Qo, Q~, Q1, (Q5)Qi} ® B ®Sand 
Image d 12 = Z2 ( {1, Q0 , Qi} @B ® S. 

Proof. These computations are straightforward. 

4. Leaders 

• 

Routine computations, using the theorems of Sections 2 and 3, determine 
the structure of our spectral sequence through dimension 50. The tables be
low summarize these computations. They display all the leading differentials 
exept: 

dB (an Vo,1) = 'f/'Yn and dB (TJan Vo,1) = TJ2,n 

for n ~ 1. They also include all the leaders except an = Wo and 'f/O'n = 172q0 
for n ~ 1. Each of the leaders dr(XM) = YN with X, Y E 1rf and M,N E 
H*MSp given below determines differentials drCXm) = Yn in higher degrees 
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using Landweber-Novikov operations. The elements of 1r*MSp = E 00 are 
represented by their leaders, those elements of 1r *MSp which are annihilated 
by all Landweber-Novikov operations. In our range of computations, these 
leaders are: 

2n E MSpo for n 2:: 0, 
172 = <1>5 E MSp2, 

R(O, 1; 0, 2) E MSp47 and 

1J = <I>o E MSp1, 
<I>y<I>3 E MSp31, 

<I>1<I>2[<I>1V6+<l>2Y6,1] E MSp47. 

Note that the first of these leaders represents all elements which project to 
a nonzero element of MSp*/Torsion while the other five leaders represent 
Torsion MSp* in our range of computations. The first 49 stable stems are de
picted by leading differentials dr (XM) = e[n, k] where X E 1r~, M E H*MSp 

and e[n, k] denotes the k th element of degree n oforder 2, 4, 8, 16 if e equals 
A, B, C, D, respectively. If there is only one such element then we denote 
e [ n, k] by e [n] . 

l 

1J 

13 

v--Qo 

2v-2Qo 

4v-4Qo 

1 10 

v2-vQo 77cr +A[8]- 17Vo 1 
' 

A[B] 

cr-Q5 

2cr-2Q~ 

4cr-4Q~ 

8cr-BQ~ 

16 17 

---77Q5 

772cr - 772Vo,1 

¢[8]- v2Qo 

19 

17A[14] -A[B]Vo, 1 vA[14] -A[14]Q 0 

A[14] - 2vQo Vo, 1 

C[18] -- 2uQg 

A[19]-

2C[18] -4uQg 

4C[18] - BuQ5 
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C[20] -- r,Q0 V6, 1 r,2C[20] +-r,A[14]V 0, 1 vC[18]Q0 -

2C[20] - r,.A[S]Qo Vo, 1 vA[19]-A[19]Qo r,a-A[16] -r,A[16]Vo, 1 

-A[8]Qo(Vo,1) a-A[16]-A[16]V 0,1 r,C[20]Q0 -

4C[20] - vA[14]Qo vC[20] - C[20]Q0 

vC[18] - C[18]Q0 2vC[20] - 2C[20]Q0 

r,C[20] -A[14]Vo, 1 4vC[20] - 4C[20]Q0 

26 

-a-2Q~ 

v2C[20] - vC[20]Qo 

_ 1,2Q2y2 
0 0,1 

vA[19]Qo- crQo VG,1 

28 29 

A[8]C[20] -11C[20]Vo 1 
' 

A[30] --

172C [20] Q~ -

v2C[20]Qo-

31 32 33 34 

4vQo V8,1 = <1>y<1>3 A[32, 1] - 11QS vA[31] --

A[31] C[20]Q1 1µ1[32, 1] - 172Qg 

1JA[30] ---- A[l6]QoQ1 1µ1[32, 2] - 172C[20]Q8 

A[32, 3] - v3QoQ1 Vo,1 2B[34] -

vA[30] -A[30]Qo 

A[14]C[20] -
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35 36 37 38 

- A[31]Qo A[36] --- 77C[20]QoQ1 vA[31]Qo ----..:--

vA[32, 3] - A[32, 3]Qo A[37] --- A[30]Vo, 1 

o-A[30] A[30](Q5) 

- 11iQSQ1 A[8]C[20]Q5 - a1Q6 A[14]C[20]Qo -

-213iQgQ1 

1,A[14]C[20] - A[32, 2]Qo 

- 2vC[20]Q0Vo,1 

7,A[32,2]Qo - 77a1Q6 

vA[30]Qo - C[l8]Q5Q 1 

B[38] ---

2B[38]---

770-A[30] ---
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39 40 41 42 

-A[l9]Q~QI A[40, 1] 1]A[l6]QoV1,2 772C[20]Q~Q1 -

A[39, 1] A[32, 3]Q~ 77C[20]2 A[14]C[20]Vo, 1 

A[39, 2] A[32, 2]Vo,I 7]A[40, 1] -B[34]Q5 

- 2/31Q&vo,1 A[40, 2] a1Qg 772C[20]2 

A[39, 3] A[32, l]Vo,1 1]A[40, 2] -11a1Qg 

1]A[l4]C[20]Qo -A[B]C[20]Qg 7]A[37]Qo 

- -Y1Qg C[20]2 17C[20]Qo V6, I 

-2-y1Qg 2C[20]2 1]A[32, 2]Vo, 1 C[42] 

[A[39, 3] 
] ~A[32, l]Q~ 

2C[42] 

+a-A[32, 1] 4C[42] 

11B[38] A[36]Qo 

- vA[32, 3]Q0 11A[39, 3] --- 7]A[32, l]Vo,1 

[

11A[39, 3] ] 
. -A[37]Qo 

+110-A[32, 1] 
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43 44 45 46 
- 3 

- 4vQoQ 1 Vo, 1 A[36]Q5 11A[8]QoQ1 (V1,2} 112C[44] -

A[31]Q 1 - A[S]Vo,2 V1,2 77C[44] vA[31]Qg 

C[20]2Qo 11A[l6]QtQ1 ,,A[45,1] -

-A[39,2]Qo C[44] vC[l8]QgQ1 ,,A[45,2] -

2C[44] vA[30]Qg 77D[45] 

- 17A[30]Qo V0, 1 4C[44] uA[30]Q5 112C[20]2Qo -

11B[3B]Qo -A[B]C[20]Q5Vo, 1 A[45, 1] B[34]Q0 Vo, 1 

- -Y1Q8Vo,1 D[45] 2C[18] ( Qgvo,2 + Qgvo, 1) 

-2-nQ8Vo,1 2D[45] 4C[18] ( Qgvo,2 + Qgvo, 1) 

-4-y1Q8Vo,1 4D[45] B[38]Q~ 

[ ] 8D[45] 
C[42]Qo 

17uA[32, l]Qo 
-11A[32, l]Qg 

+11A[39, 3]Qo 
77

2 (QoQ1(Q2} + Qb(Qt}) A[45, 2] 
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47 

2 3 3- 3 -A[39, l]Q0 17A[47]-77A[4O,2]Vo,1 2C[18]Q0Q1Vo,1-4vQ 0Q1V0,1 

vC[44] ---C[44]Qo 8D[45]Qo ---2B[38]Qg 

-A[39,3JV0,1 17B[47]-A[45,2]Qo 

- A[39, 2]Vo, 1 17C[2O]2Q5 -11 2C[20]Q5Q 1 (Vo, 1) 

-A[3l]Qt vD[45] --- D[45]Qo 

- 17A[l4]C[20]Qg 2vD[45]- 2D[45JQ0 

1,2D[45]--A[36]Q1 

A[47] ---A[4O, 2]Vo,l 

B[47] C[2O]2Vo,1 

2B[47] 2C[2O]2Vo,1 

R(O, 1; 0, 2) vA[45, 1J--A[45, l]Qo 

= 17A[30]QoQ 1 

<I> 1 <I>2[<I> 1 v6 + <I>2 vJ, iJ 
= ,81QoQ1V1,2 

5. Relations and Toda brackets 

In our spectral sequence all d 4-differentials are given by multiplication by 
v while multiplication by (J" determines certain dB-differentials. Thus, the 
analysis of our spectral sequence determines the relations in 1rf given by 
multiplication by v and (J". We give two new relations in Theorem (5.1) which 
are not readily discernible from the BP spectral sequence or the classical 
Adams spectral sequence. We then generalize two theorems from [6, Chapter 
2, Section 4] which show how differentials in an Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral 
sequence determine Toda brackets in 1r~. We apply these theorems in The
orem (5.6) to give Toda bracket decompositions of elements of 1rf which are 
defined as images of dB, d 12 and d 16-differentials. 

THEOREM (5.1). (a) (J"O:n = 1J'Yn for n 2 0. 
(b) (J"A[39, 2] = 0. 

Proof. (a) This relation is a consequence of Theorem (3.5)(b). It can also 
be inferred from the Adams-N ovikov spectral sequence. 
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(b) Since dB (A[32, 2]Q5) = dB (A[32, 2JV0,1) = A[39, 2], it follows that 

A[39, 2]Q5 ""'A[39, 2]Vo,1 inEi, 39 . Thus, uA[39, 2] = dB (A[39, 2] ( Q5 + V0,1)) 

= 0 and uA[39,2] Ev· 1rf3 = 0. 0 

The following theorem is a generalization of [6, Theorem (2.4.4)(b),(c)]. 
Let (B, w) be a ring spectrum. Let rp : sm -+ B and 'I/; : sn -+ B be two maps 
whose product w o (r/; A 'I/;) is null-homotopic. We use the notation B</>1/J to 
denote a map B</>1/J: Dm+n+l-+ B such that 

8B<P1P = B</>1/J I sm+n = w O (q; A 'I/;). 

THEOREM (5.2). Let B be a ring spectrum with torsion free homology. Con
sider the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence: 

(5) 

Assume that a, /3, e E 1r~ and X, YE H*B satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) a: . /3 = O; 
(ii) a· e = O; 
(iii) d8 (Y) = /3; 
(iv) dr(X) = aY. 

Then (e, a, /3) is defined, ex survives to Er+s and (e, a, {3) contains an element 
which projects to dr+s(eX). 

Proof. By (i) and (ii), (e, a, /3) is defined. We can represent X, Y by 
X, Y, respectively, such that 8Y = /3 and 8X = ( a: A Y) U Baf3. Then we can 
represent ex by R = (e AX) U (Bea A Y) with 8R = (e A Baf3) U (Bea A /3). 
Thus ex survives to Er+s and 8R projects to dr+s(eX). Moreover, 
8R E (e,a,/3). o 

Theorem (5.2) gives Toda bracket decompositions of all elements ( E 1r~ 

which are defined as ( = dB (evo,1) = dB ( eQ5) or ( = d 12 (eQ1) or ( = 
d12 ( eQ1). 

COROLLARY (5.3). (a) Assume that eQ5 survives to EB and dB ( eQ5) = 
dB (eVo,1) = (. Then 2ve = 0and (v, 2v, e) contains an element which projects 
to(. 

(b) Assume that ve = 0. Then eQ1 survives to E 12 and (u, v, e) contains an 
element which projects to d 12 (eQ 1). 

(c) Assume that ue = 0. Then eQ1 survives to E 12 and (v, u, e) contains an 

element which survives to d 12 ( eQ 1). 

The following theorem is a generalization of [6, Theorem (2.4.5)]. 
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THEOREM (5.4). Consider the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence (5) of 
a spectrum B with torsion free homology. Assume that a, /3, 1 , e E 1r~ and 
X, Y, Z E H*B satisfy the following conditions: 

(i) (,, e, a, /3) is defined; 
(ii) d8 (Y) = /3; 
(iii) dr(X) = aY; 
(iv) dt(z) = ,. 

Then exz survives to Er+s+t and (,, e, a, /3) contains an e/,ement which projects 
to dr+s+t(eXZ). 

Proof. If (c/J, '1/J, -A) contains 0, letB(</>,1/;,A) denotes a map with domain a disc 
and 8B(</>,1/;,A) E (c/J, '1/J, -A). Represent X, Y, Z by X, Y, z_, respectively, such 
that 8Y = /3, oz_=, and 8X = (a I\ Y) UBcxf3· Then we can represent (.XZ 
by 

R = (z_/\ e /\X) U (B--ye AX) U (z_/\B~cx I\ Y) U (B('Y,e,cx) I\ Y) U (z_ /\ B(e,cx,f3)). 

Since 8R = (, /\ B(e,cx,{3)) U (B--ye I\ Bcxf3) U (B('Y,e,cx) I\ /3) E (,, e, a, /3), it fol
lows that exz survives to Er+s+t and (,,e, a,/3) contains an element which 
projects to dr+s+t(exz). • 

In our spectral sequence, Theorem (5.4) gives Toda bracket decomposi
tions of all elements ( E 1rf which are defined as ( = d 12 (eQoVo,1) or 

( = d 16 (e(Q5)Vo,1) or ( = d 16 (eQoQi) or ( = d 20 (e(Q5)Q1) or ( = 
d 16 ( eQoQ1) or ( = d 2o ( e(Q5)Q1) · 

COROLLARY (5.5). (a) Assume that (v, 2v, e, v) is defined. Then eQo Vo 1 sur
vives to E 12 and (v, 2v, e, v) contains an element which projects to d 12 (eQo Vo,1). 
(b) Assume that (v, 2v, e, u) is defined. Then e(Q5)Vo,1 survives to E 16 and 

(v, 2v, e, u) contains an element which projects to d 16 ( e(Q5)Vo,1 ). 

(c) Assume that (u, v, e, v) is defined. Then eQoQ1 survives to E 16 and 
(u, v, e, v) contains an ekment which projects to d 16 (eQ0Q1). 

(d) Assume that (u, v, e, u) is defined. Then e(Q5)Q1 survives to E 20 and 

(u, v, e, u) contains an e/,ement which projects to d 20 ( e(Q5)Q1 ). 

(e) Assume that (v, u, e, v) is defined. Then eQoQ 1 survives to E 16 and 

(v, u,e, v) contains an e/,ement which projects to d 16 (eQ0Q1). 

(f) Assume that (v, u, e, u) is defined. Then e(Q5)Q1 survives to E 20 and 

(v, u, e, u) contains an e/,ement which projects to d 20 ( e(Q5)Q1 ). 

The following Toda brackets follow from Corollaries (5.3), (5.5) and [6, 
Theorem (2.4.2)] which we denote as (2.4.2) below. 
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THEOREM (5.6). The following Toda brackets are defined in 1r~ and contain 
the indicated elements. 

TODA BRACKET 
A[14] E (2v, v, 2v, v) 
¢[14] E (v, 2v,A[8]) 
A[19] E (er,A[8], v) 
2C[20] E (v, 2v, v3, v) 
17C[20] E (v, 2v,A[l4]) 
1,A.[30] E (er, v,A[16], v) 
A[31] E (v, er, C[20]) 
¢[32, 2] E (v, 211, 1,2C[20], v) 
A[36] E (v, er, 17C[20], v) 
A[37] E (v, 2v,A[30]) 

REF. 
(5.5)(a) 
(5.3)(a) 
(2.4.2) 
(5.5)( a) 
(5.3)( a) 
(5.5)( C) 
(5.3)(c) 
(5.5)(a) 
(5.5)(e) 
(5.3)(a) 
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TODA BRACKET 
A[39, 2] E (v, 2v,A[32, 2]) 
A[39, 3] E (v, 2v,A[32, 1]) 
2C[20]2 E (v, 2v, ¢[32, 2]) 
A[45, 1] E (v, 2v,B[34], v) 
77C[44] E (er, vA[31], v) 
¢[45, 1] E (v, 2v,A[39, 3]) 
7,A.[45, 2] E (v, 2v,A[39, 2]) 
A[4 7] E (v, er, A[36]) 
B[4 7] E (v, 2v, C[20]2) 
772D[45] E (v, er,A[36]) 
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